
IAM  /  PSA  AIRLINES
NEGOTIATIONS UPDATE – Sep 2,
2017

09/02/2017

Yesterday afternoon, a conference call was conducted and led
by Jack Kane, staff Mediator for the National Mediation Board
(NMB), myself and Margaret Soda, VP of Human Resources for
PSA.  On that call, we discussed information about the history
and scheduling of bargaining sessions and selected dates for
continued meetings under the auspices of the NMB.

I am pleased to announce that we have secured meeting dates
that include the weeks of September 25 in CLT and the weeks of
October 9 and 23 with the locations TBD. We are hopeful that
progress can be made in these sessions that will result in an
agreement that reflects the needs of the membership and shows
that mainline parent American Airlines has continued in their
sharing of the prosperity as they have with almost everyone
else at the Company.  Keep in mind that Envoy had the unlucky
draw of having binding arbitration forced upon them years ago
and that determined their last set of raises, and not the
health of American overall or industry influences.

As  soon  as  the  mediation  sessions  conclude,  information
concerning those sessions will be released via bulletins on
District Lodge letterhead. Please take the time to sign up to
receive communications such as this PSA bulletin, and others,
by going to WWW.IAMDL142.ORG and clicking on the red “Join Our
Email List” button in the top left-hand corner. If you have
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questions,  please  contact  myself,  one  of  your  negotiating
committee  members  or  a  Shop  Steward.   Your  patience  and
solidarity will be essential in reaching a fair and equitable
agreement for the membership as this process keeps moving
forward.  With best wishes I remain,

Sincerely and fraternally,

James M. Samuel

General Chairperson
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